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South Korea At The Crossroads Autonomy and Alliance In an Era of Rival Powers by Scott A. Snyder on Amazon.com. Free shipping on qualifying offers. Against the backdrop of China's mounting influence and North Korea's growing nuclear capability and expanding missile arsenal, South Korea At The Crossroads Autonomy and Alliance In an Era of Rival Powers is a council on foreign relations book. Kindle edition by Scott A. Snyder. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. Use features like bookmarks, note taking, and highlighting while reading South Korea At The Crossroads Autonomy and Alliance In an Era of Rival Powers.

Book Review: South Korea At The Crossroads Autonomy and Alliance In an Era of Rival Powers. Scott Snyder begins with a framework to contextualize South Korea's strategic interests, including its North Korea policy. He argues Seoul has sought to balance alliance and autonomy as well as inward-focused parochialism and economic interdependence driven internationalism to chart the evolution of South Korea's approach to the North and the wider world.

In this history of South Korean foreign policy from the presidency of Syngman Rhee, who was in power from 1948 to 1960 through that of Park Geun Hye, who resigned last year, Snyder expertly explores South Korea at the crossroads autonomy and alliance in an era of rival powers.